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Creating a Wings save file in MU will trigger
the error code "CHNS0017" for some users.

The error code is in the data section of
the.MUS file. In order to avoid the error, check

the relevant key value in your game (in this
case, it is "CHLS0017"). If the listed key value
differs from the known error, then that is likely
the source of the problem. Wings come in four
varieties: Human, Elf, Vampire, and Vampire.
Human and Elf Wings are the same; they are
tied to class (i.e. a tank can wear a human

wing, but not an elf wing), and provide
bonuses based on class.Vampire Wings

provide two bonuses, +25% Physical Damage
Reduction and +5% Magical Damage

Reduction. I dont know why, but vampires are
the only class that gets this perk.At the start
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of the game the player chooses 1 of 3 pre-
made flying mounts. The first is a flexible

mount that will fly in any direction; the next is
a flight mount that I tend to fly around in and

take my time; and the final is a ride-by-
mechapalace that is great for rushing into

dangerous enemies. Since there are no other
types of bonuses for Wings, I dont know how

the flight mount works. There are various
types of wings but I wont be able to give them

an elaborate description (maybe for a later
post). The two main cities are Simian City and
the City of Dragons; there is another one (as

of yet unannounced) which I have yet to
discover. Filling the world with wings that I can

purchase from the merchant in Ohrdor is a
great way to earn money and level fast. In

total there are five drop rates. You need about
15 Shadow that you can get from Hard Mode
rifts, or as you get new wings and bonds. 10
Shadow that you earn as a reward every 10
level-ups and 50 Shadow that you gain from

the Undying Dragon in the Dark City. There is
also 2-3 Shadow that you can get from the

Shadewinds and Runes you can get from loot
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and crafted recipes.
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The old Quests setting is now Quests and
Cathedrals. This action only affects the current
day but makes the quest window pop up each
time the player finds a new quest to start. A
tutorial for the new system is available in the

Game Help menu. The map, compass, and
character selection buttons have been

replaced by the Character Menu and Wings
buttons on the menu screen. The character

auto-save feature, which saves progress each
time a character enters or exits a rift, is now
accessible through the Quick Menu option.

Many other smaller differences. S/Ldr
Horbaczewski & F/Sgt Terejak of 315

Squadron, RAF, took off at 1240 and landed
Brenzett at 1345, under control of GINFIZZ.
Diver attacked HASTINGS, 300 feet at 1245,
340 degrees, 250 I.A.S. and 1/2 minute later

F/Sgt Terejak attacked from astern at 300/200
yards. Strikes were seen on both wings, and

on port engine. Diver then fired one long
burst. F/Sgt Terejak was then attacked by E/A
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from 250 I.A.S. However, the E/A was dived
down and climbing so I could not get him in

my sights. Diver immediately dived and put up
his hood. Diver was dived to 300 feet and then
struck in the cockpit. F/Sgt Terejak then fired 3
long bursts and the E/A crashed into the sea at

1350 hours. Both pilots bailed out and good
hits were obtained. I claim 1/2 Me 109F

destroyed. S/Ldr Horbaczewski & F/Sgt Terejak
of 315 Squadron, RAF, took off at 1240 and
landed Brenzett at 1345, under control of

GINFIZZ. Diver attacked HASTINGS, 300 feet
at 1245, 340 degrees, 250 I.A.S. and 1/2
minute later F/Sgt Terejak attacked from

astern at 300/200 yards. Strikes were seen on
both wings, and on port engine. Diver then

fired one long burst. 5ec8ef588b
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